The University of Washington (UW) in Seattle and a private facility in Portland, Ore., are the latest victims in a yearlong wave of vandalism against plant genetics researchers, says Science. Both research facilities, however, used traditional not biotech methods to improve the trees they studied. The group Earth Liberation Front (ELF) is suspected to have set both fires, but had not claimed responsibility for either arson at TWINS press time. A recent addition to the ELF site, though, is an instruction manual entitled, Setting Fires with Electrical Timers. (TWINS must ask: If one has the intellectual sophistication to build an electrical timer to start a fire, then is that one also not able to figure out that destroying endangered plants will actually prevent the restoration of the wild?) The UW fire was ominously personal and caused the loss of critical pieces of research aimed at restoring endangered plants and wetlands, notes Science. Professor Toby Bradshaw, whose lab appears to have been the primary target of the arsonist(s), told the journal that the perpetrator had to have known the researchers work habits two boxes usually containing pet snakes used in lectures to demonstrate inheritance had been moved out of the range of the fire. ELF had previously criticized Bradshaw because part of his grant funding came from commercial tree companies, who might benefit from genetic study results. (Far be it for a corporation to make an investment in science with the possibility of a return.) The attack on the UW facility marks an escalation of ecoviolence into the realm of non-commercial research that has not previously been commonplace. This new direction for domestic terrorism could prove worrisome for the agricultural sciences.
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